ACADEMIC INTEGRITY CONCERN FLAG

In collaboration with the Office of Student Rights & Responsibilities (OSRR)

RAISE THE FLAG
Raise when a student has potentially violated UNCG's Academic Integrity Policy. This typically appears in the form of cheating, plagiarism, misuse of academic resources, falsification, or facilitating academic dishonesty.

REPORT & TRACK EFFICIENTLY
This flag gives faculty an efficient way to share concerns directly with staff in OSRR. The flag raiser can keep track of violations in one Starfish interface and expect prompt communication.

CARE FOR OUR STUDENTS
Prior to finding the student responsible for an academic integrity violation, faculty will need to schedule a meeting with the student to discuss the suspected violation(s). Faculty are encouraged to also educate students about how to avoid potential academic integrity violations in the future.

SUPPORT OUR FACULTY
Raising this flag does not initiate the Academic Integrity process against the student but allows OSRR to provide the flag raiser with information about next steps to take with the student.

CONSIDER CONFIDENTIALITY
Due to the student information captured in this flag, these flags and comments are only shared with OSRR. Student athlete flags will be shared with UNCG Athletics. The student is not notified of the flag or comments.

STUDENTSFIRST.UNCG.EDU/STARFISH-OVERVIEW